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Name: Date:

Scrambled Sentences
The words in the sentences have been scrambled. On the lines provided below each sentence, 
re-write the words of the sentence in the correct order.

1. over the sparkling sand. and shallow, since there had been The river was 
clear there, no rain, and it ran in ripples

2. tried to break a twig. come so hard that they wounded The branches 
had be your hand if you but

3. in An owl was the �elds. hooting somewhere

4. as through a net. the apple branches light reached through Long �ngers 
of

5. �aming in the tufts along the fence. of bunchgrass Wild roses were

6. deep from Christmas until March. across the �elds was drifted snowstorms 
in twenty years, and the path There had not been such

7. to announce some wonder to the world. into the street as if he were 
rushing running down the �agged walk and dash out Every few moments 
a boy would come

8. was dropping the west. low in The sun

9. wagon-seat. was an old mulberry tree there Under a white
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Scrambled Sentences
The words in the sentences have been scrambled. On the lines provided below each sentence, 
re-write the words of the sentence in the correct order.

1.

The river was clear there, and shallow, since there had been no rain, and 
it ran in ripples over the sparkling sand.

over the sparkling sand. and shallow, since there had been The river was 
clear there, no rain, and it ran in ripples

2.

The branches had be come so hard that they wounded your hand if you 
but tried to break a twig.

tried to break a twig. come so hard that they wounded The branches 
had be your hand if you but

3.

An owl was hooting somewhere in the fields. 

in An owl was the fields. hooting somewhere

4.

Long fingers of light reached through the apple branches as through a 
net.

as through a net. the apple branches light reached through Long fingers 
of

5.

Wild roses were flaming in the tufts of bunchgrass along the fence.

flaming in the tufts along the fence. of bunchgrass Wild roses were

6.

There had not been such snowstorms in twenty years, and the path across
the fields was drifted deep from Christmas until March.

deep from Christmas until March. across the fields was drifted snowstorms 
in twenty years, and the path There had not been such

7.

Every few moments a boy would come running down the flagged walk 
and dash out into the street as if he were rushing to announce some 
wonder to the world.

to announce some wonder to the world. into the street as if he were 
rushing running down the flagged walk and dash out Every few moments 
a boy would come

8.

The sun was dropping low in the west.

was dropping the west. low in The sun

9.

Under a white mulberry tree there was an old wagon-seat.

wagon-seat. was an old mulberry tree there Under a white


